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Participants on Technology Field Day are entitled to class numerals as follows: First, members of the football teams, including managers; second, members of the winning teams in the relay race, including manager; third, members of the winning tug-of-war team, including manager. As is always the case, some of the most promising candidates for the Field Day team are neglecting the regular daily practice and are relying upon natural brilliance to secure for themselves positions on the contesting team. Other men are showing true loyalty to their class by faithfully practicing in spite of the fear of being crowded out later by their more shiftless but more brilliant classmates. As a suggestion, would it not be well to take advantage. Tinker opened with a double and scored a moment later on King's double. Kane ran for King and Besmout was sent to bat for McIntyre. Besmout was thrown out by Collins. Heck hundred. Results was intentionally passed, and the game closed when Hofman forced Kane at third.

The two teams meet again this afternoon at Philadelphia.

The score: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Athletics 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 x-4 7 0
Chicago 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-1 1

Hatteries--Bender and Thomas; Overall, McIntyre and Kitts.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

SOCIETY NEWS.

Interesting Plans for the Year—Many Excursions Arranged.

The Electrical Engineering Society, founded on October 25, 1886, as the "Tech Electric Club," has been active more or less continuously since that date.

The society draws its active members from the junior and senior classes of Courses VI, VIII and XIV. A very high percentage of eligible men have always allied themselves to the society, as it afforded them the first opportunity for showing interest in their future profession, and for the discussions of the practical electrical engineering topics. As the members themselves are conducting the society and arranged with the co-operation of a faculty committee on such matters, each excursion to be accompanied by some member of the faculty.

If present plans are indicative of the future, this year will show an increased activity on the part of the society. A regular meeting is planned for each month. At some of these meetings will be dinners with a prominent engineer as the guest of honor, who will address the society on current electrical engineering topics.

Other meetings members themselves will present papers which it is hoped, will stimulate discussion on the part of the others and draw a large number of men into active participation in the meetings.

In the line of excursions to electrical plants and manufacturing establishments, a new plan has been discussed by the officers and some members, whereby all engineering societies shall be held under the auspices of the society and arranged and conducted with the cooperation of a faculty committee on such matters; each excursion to be accompanied by some member of the faculty.

This plan preserves the advantages of excursions arranged by the society itself. Yet the additional advantage of being competent guide to point out and explain matters of interest. Excursions are to be held between meetings, and should they prove as popular as heretofore they will have to run in sections.

The first excursion for the year will be taken Friday afternoon, October 21, to the plant of the General Electric Company, Boston.

(Continued on Page 3.)
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